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INSTALLATION 

If the optional stand is not purchased the machine frame must be securely bolted down to a structure that 

will support the machine, and prevent the machine from tipping over. 

If the optional stand is purchased without the optional casters, the stand must be securely bolted down to a 

structure to support the machine and prevent the machine from tipping. 

MACHINE START AND STOP 

Before operating this machine read the operator’s manual.

Plug the machine’s power cord into the power supply. The machine requires a 120V power source. 

To apply power to the machine, flip up the orange rocker switch on the front of the electrical housing. The 
switch will light up, indicating the power is on. On each initial startup, allow the controller to warm up for 
10 -15 seconds before depressing the foot pedal speed control. This allows the VFC time to warm up. 
Proceed after this warm up. Depressing the foot speed control pedal before the 10-15 second allow for 
warm up could trip the VFC.

If the machine does not start when foot pedal speed control is depressed turn the switch to the OFF 
position and unplug the machine for about 15 seconds. Plug machine in and repeat the starting procedure. 

With the power on, when the foot pedal speed control is depressed the machine begins to run. The farther 
the foot pedal is depressed the faster the machine runs. Releasing the foot pedal causes the machine to 
stop.

MANUAL UPPER TOOL MOVEMENT. 

Figure 1. With the drive motor turned off, the top tool is moved up and down by rotation red knob A. 

Total up and down travel is 0.180 inches. This is the same movement of the top tool when driven by the 

motor, do not touch this knob while motor is running and moving the top tool. 

Figure 1. With the drive motor turned off, the top tool can be move up from its working position a total of 

3/8 inch for removal of the work piece. To raise the top tool pull the spring operated knob B out, rotate the 
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knob 180 degrees clockwise and release knob B. Be sure spring operated knob B moves in and locks the 

arm in place. To lower the tool to the working position, reverse the above. 

TOOLING 
Figure 1. The machine’s top tool holder and bottom tool holder are for 165mm (0.625 inches) square 

shank tools. The tools are held in place by (2) set screws at 90 degrees in the both the top and bottom tool 

bolder. The set screws for the top tools are tightened to hold the tool in place The set screws for the bot-

tom tool are set so the bottom tool can be moved up after each pass for multiple pass work without loos-

ening the set screws. Before locking the top tool in place with the (2) set screws the top tool’s shank must 

be inserted into the tool holder until it’s shank bottoms in the tool holder. Seed options list for available 

standard 16 mm square shanks. 

Adapters to use Proline standard planishing hammer dies are available. See Figure  2A. 

TOOLING ADJUSTMENT 

Figure 1. The bottom tool holder is adjustable “in-out” and “side to side” relative to the top tool holder. 

To adjust the bottom tool holder “in-out”, loosen the screw holding the adjuster lock plate in position. 

Loosen the screw holding the bottom post base and move it in and out as required. Check “side to side” 

alignment. After final position is obtained first lock the bottom post in position, then slide the adjuster 

lock plate in position against the bottom post base and lock in position. 

Up and down adjustment of the tool holder is usually not changed from the factory setting. Factory fur-

nished dies are cut to a standard length for the factory setting of the up/ down position. 

When it is necessary to adjust the bottom tool up or down follow this procedure. Rotate handle G to 

move tool up or down as needed nylon top lock set screw “F” is adjusted so allow the bottom tool adjust-

er screw to be turned, but not shake loose during operations. 

BEADING DIE SET UP 

Figures 1 and 2D. Tool Alignment. From the operator side of the machine the bead runs L to R, place 

the dies in the tool holders appropriately. For alignment use a straight edge. For checking the “in-out” 

alignment, place the straight edge against the diameters on front of the top tool and front of bottom tool. 

For checking the “side to side” alignment, place the straight edge 90 degrees from front face against the 

sides of the top tool and bottom. Adjust bottom tool to align with the top tool. The principal adjustment 

for the bottom die is “in-out” from the operator position. Minor adjustments in the “side to side” direc-

tion can be made. The dies should be aligned as close as possible “front to back” to avoid pinching the 

metal. 
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Figure 1. Tool Up/down Adjustment. Top tool’s shank must bottom in the top tool Holder. Lock the top 

tool in position with (2) set screws. The bottom tool must rest against the bottom tool’s adjuster screw. The 

set screws for the bottom tool are set so the bottom tool can be moved up after each pass for multiple pass 

work without loosening the set screws. 

Before moving the top tool to its lowest position, knob “B” must be in the 9 o’clock position and locked. 

Move the top tool to its lowest position by rotation knob A. 

Place a piece of the metal to be beaded between the top and bottom tools. Raise the bottom tool by rotation 

handle “G” until there is a slight clearance between the tools and the piece of metal. Retest to make sure 

there is only a slight clearance between the tools and the material and that you are not squeezing the metal. 

Make sure there is clearance here to avoid stretching the metal while running the bead. 

After the top tool and bottom tool are centered and adjusted “up-down”, the work piece is fed in between 

the tools.  

The operations carried out in one or more passes; the number of passes being decided by the plate thickness 

and quality of the material and the shape of the profile. After deciding how many passes to use, lower the 

bottom top using handle “G” an appropriated distance. After each pass raise the bottom tool and appropriate 

amount. On the initial pass you are only doing part of the full depth of the bead. The larger the head the 

more passes must be run to avoid putting stretch marks in the bead. 

The striking motion of the tool is successively increased by raising the bottom tool after each pass. The bot-

tom tool can be raised until the distance between the top and bottom is equal to the thickness of the plate 

being worked. The distance between the top and bottom tools MUST NEVER be less than the material 

thickness. This can cause serious damage. 

For all the types of metal forming (beading, offsetting and shrinking) run the machine at maximum strokes 

per/minute. 

It is good practice before doing beading to first planish the area that will be beaded. 

With standard tools, the profile as shown in figure 3 is obtained in 16 GA. Mild steel. This tool can also be 

used for plate thinner than the 16 GA. Mild steel. 

Special tools can be supplied for profiles with dimensions other than standard profiles. 

A bead which extends to the edges of the plate is easier to form than one which is limited to the center of the 

plate. See figures 4A and 4B. 

OFFSETTING DIE SET UP 
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Figures 1 and 2C. Tool Alignment. From the operator side of the machine the offset runs L to R, place the 

dies in the tool holders appropriately. For alignment use a straight edge. For checking the “ in-out” alignment 

place the straight edge against the faces on front of the top tool and front of bottom tool from checking the 

“side to side” alignment place the straight edge 90 degrees from front face against the side of the top die and 

bottom die. Adjust bottom tool to align with the top too. The principal adjustment for the bottom tool is “in-

out” form the operator position. Minor adjustments in the “side to side” direction can be made. The dies 

should be within 0.010 inch alignment front to back.  

Figure 1. Tool Up/down Adjustment. Top tool’s shank must bottom in the top tool holder. Lock the top tool 

in position with (2) set screws. The bottom tool must rest against the bottom tool’s adjuster screw. The set 

screws for the bottom tool are set so the bottom tool can be moved up after each pass for multiple pass work 

without loosening the set screws. 

Before moving top tool holder to its lowest position, knob “B” must be in the 9 o’clock position and locked. 

Move the top tool holder to its lowest position by rotation knob “A”. 

Place a piece of the metal to be offset between the top and bottom tool. Raise the bottom tool by rotating han-

dle “G” until there is a slight drag between the tools and the piece of metal. Retest to make sure there is only 

drag on the material and that you are not squeezing the metal. 

After the top and bottom tools are centered and adjusted up/down, the work piece is fed in between the tools. 

The operation is carried out in one or more passes; the number of passes being decided by the plate thickness 

and quality of the material and the shape of the profile. After deciding how many passes to use, lower the bot-

tom top using handle “G” and appropriated distance. After each pass raise the bottom tool appropriate amount. 

The striking motion of the tool is successively increased by raising the bottom tool after each pass. The bot-

tom tool can be raised until the distance between the top and bottom is equal to the thickness of the plate being 

worked the distance between the top and bottom tools MUST NEVER be less than the material thickness. 

This can cause serious damage.  

For all the types of metal forming (beading, offsetting and shrinking) run the machine at maximum strokes 

per/minute. 

With standard tools, the profile as shown in figure 5 is obtained in 16 GA. Mild steel. This tool can also be 

used for plate thinner than 16 GA. Mild steel.  

Special tools can be supplied for profiles with dimensions other than standard profiles. 

SHRINK DIE SET UP 

From the operator side of the machine the shrinking work moves “in and out”. 
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Figures 1 and 2B. Tool Alignment. Install the top die first, then install the bottom die. The top die has the recess in 

its face. The bottom die has the protrusion on its face. 

Install the top tool so its shank bottoms in the top tool holder. Lock top tool in place with (2) set screws. The top tool 

must be installed with the widest point of the recess in its face farthest from the operator side and the recess runs in 

the “in and out” direction. Install the bottom tool so the protrusion on the face of the bottom tool aligns with the re-

cess in the top tool’s face. The bottom tool must rest against the bottom tool’s adjuster screw. The set screws for the 

bottom tool are set sot the bottom too can be moved up after each pass for multiple pass work without loosening the 

set screws. 

For alignment use a straight edge. For checking the front to rear alignment place the straight edge against the faces on 

front on the top tool and front of bottom tool. For checking the “side to side” alignment place the straight against the 

sides face of the top and bottom tools. The principal adjustment for the bottom tool is “in-out” from the operator posi-

tion. Minor adjustments in the “side to side” direction can be made. 

In the “in-out” direction adjust the bottom tool to extend 0.02/0.03 inches from the top tool toward the back of the 

machine for material thickness 0.04 inch. Increase tis distance for thicker materials. The tools should be within 0.010 

inch misalignment side to side. 

Figure 1. Tool Up/Down Adjustment. Top tool’s shank must bottom in the top tool holder. Lock the top tool in po-

sition with (2) set screws. The bottom tool must rest against the bottom tool’s adjuster screw. 

Before moving top tool to its lowest position, knob B must be in the 9 o’clock position and locked. Move the top tool 

down to its lowest position by rotating knob A. adjust bottom tool up until you feel a slight drag on the material. 

Start machine at maximum speed. Place a piece of the material to be formed between the tools. The tools will be 

barely forming the material. Slowly adjust the bottom tool up with handle “G”. Remove the metal piece and inspect 

the formed area. Keep raising the bottom tool until the formed area on the metal piece is just noticeable. Lock bottom 

toolin place. is setting for the bottom tool will be used for all passes. 

Photo-C. See Pullmax Shrink Die Set Up Manual. You are ready to shrink at this point. Start machine at maximum 

speed. Push metal in and pull back on the same path. As the metal is pushed in a pucker is pulled in the metal. As you 

pull out the pucker is flattened. If the dies are properly set, the metal will show signs of shrinking. It will also have 

some waves, as in the photograph. Try to keep it as smooth as possible. The panel will need to be planished for final 

smoothing. 

Photo-D. See Pullmax Shrink Die Set Up Manual. When shrinking a panel, you have to run more passes on the 

outside than on the inside. #1 pass will require less shrink (less passes) than #2 and #2 pass will require less shrink 

(les passes) than #3 pass. The number of passes depends on the severity of the amount to be shrunk. 

STRAIGHT FENCE 

Figure 1. Standard straight fence is a gage stop and support for straight edge work piece. It is adjusted “up-down” to 

support the work piece and “in-out” to top the work piece in relation to the tooling. The vertical adjustment should 

support the work piece without putting a bow in the work piece. 
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Vertical adjustment is made by loosening the screws on both side of the frame and moving the straight fence to 

desired position. 

Horizontal adjustment is made by loosening the clamp handles on both sides of frame and moving straight fence 

in and out as required. 

CONTOUR FENCE 

Figure 1. Standard contour fence is a gage stop for parts with a curved edge. 

To change from straight fence to contour fence, remove the straight fence back stop from the support rods, and 

install the contour fence assembly, adjust the contour fence “up-down” so the center of the roller on the contour 

fence is on the centerline line o the tools. The “up-down” and “in-out” adjustments of the contour fence same as 

straight fence. 

Initial Lubrication Period 
The length of operation for the first period of lubrication should ½ the time the normal period for lubrication. Use 

a multi-purpose NLGI #2 grease. 

For the first lubrication period use the specified grease. Lubricate the following grease points within the follow-

ing period. See operator’s manual for the grease fitting locations.  

Photos 3 and 4. There are (4) grease fittings that need attention. 

Crank shaft roller bearing grease photo 3 fitting A-2. Note remove cover for access to this fitting. Lubricate with 

multi-purpose grease NLGI #2. Lubricate after the first 5-6 hours of operation. 

Piston sleeve plain bearing Photo4 fitting A-4. Lubricate with multi-purpose grease NLGI #2. Lubricate after the 

first 4 hours of operation. 

Lift eccentric shaft. Photo 3 fittings A-1 and A-3. Lubricate with multi-purpose grease NLGI #2. Lubricate after 

the first 2 weeks. 

LUBRICATION/MAINTENANCE. 

Photos 3 and 4. There are (4) grease fittings that need attention. 
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Crank shaft roller bearing grease photo 3 fitting A-2. Note remove cover for access to this fitting. Lubricate 

with multi-purpose grease NLGI #2. Lubrication frequency after every 10-12 hours of operation. 

Piston sleeve plain bearing. Photo 4 fitting A-4. Lubricate with multi-purpose grease NLGI #2. Lubrication 

frequency after every 8 hours of operation. 

Lift eccentric shaft. Photo 3 fittings A-1 and A-3. Lubricate with multi-purpose grease NLGI #2. Lubrication 

frequency after every 8 hours of operation. 

DRIVE BELT 

Photos 4 and 5. Power must be turned off. To check drive belt remove belt guard by removing the 3 arm 

knob. Note there is only (1) belt. The driven pulley has (2) grooves for fly wheel effect. 

Photo 6. Power must be turned off. For belt adjustment or removal loosen mounting bolts under the drive mo-

tor and slide motor as required. 

MOTOR. 

See the U.S. Motors manufacture’s installation, operation and maintenance manual and modular instruction 

manual provided. 

ADJUSTABLE SPEED DRIVE CONTROLLER START-UP GUIDE. 

See the Square D/ Telemecanique ALTIVAR 11 manual provided. 

See the sheet with Programming Acceleration and Deceleration Times provided for the Square D/ Telemeca-

nique ALTIVAR 11 variable speed drive by Joe Dickey dated 01/19/09. 

FOOT SWITCH AND POTENTIOMETER CONTROLS (G700). 

See The SSC Controls Company Foot Switch Safety Warning document provided. 

See The SSC Controls Company Potentiometer foot Controls (G700) document provided. 

Pose grease NLGI #2. Lubricate after the first 5-6 hours of operation. 
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PROLINE 

STEP A.  Measure shaft length needed for your die 
block.  Mark your cut length with a piece of masking 
tape.  Clamp shaft and cut off excess shaft with a cut-
off or “whiz” wheel.  The material is hardened, so a saw 
blade will not work.  Chamfer edges of cut. 
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STEP B.  Install upper die first, then install lower die. 

Check front to rear alignment with straight edge. If there is 
any misalignment, the bottom die should be towards the 
rear of the machine, not more than .03. Check side to side 
alignment with a straight edge. Dies should be within .010 
misalignment side to side. (SEE PHOTO-A) 

PROLINE 

PHOTO-A 
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STEP C.  Set adjustment by placing a piece of the material 

you plan to shrink between the upper and lower dies, at the 
base of the slope of the lower die. Rotate the machine by hand 
to the bottom of its stroke; adjust the bottom die up until you 
feel a slight drag on the material. Lock in place and retest to 
make sure there is only drag on the metal and that you are not 
squeezing the metal. If the machine is set up too tightly, you will 
not shrink the metal, but stretch it instead. Small adjustments 
will produce big changes. Make sure screw does not loosen 
while you are shrinking. (SEE PHOTO-B) 

PROLINE 

PHOTO-B 
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STEP D. You are ready to shrink, at this point. Start ma-

chine on low speed. Push metal in and pull back out using 
the same path. As the metal is pushed in, a pucker is pulled 
in the metal. As you pull the metal out, the pucker is flattened. 
If the dies are set properly, the metal will show signs of 
shrinking. It will also have some waves, as in the photograph. 
Try to keep it as smooth as possible. The panel will need to 
be planished for final smoothing. (SEE PHOTO-C) 

PROLINE  

PHOTO-C 
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STEP E. When shrinking a panel, you have to run more 

passes on the outside than you do on the inside. #1 will re-
quire fewer shrinks than #2 and #2 will require less than #3. 
The number will depend on the severity of the amount to be 
shrunk. (SEE PHOTO-D) 

PROLINE  

PHOTO-D 
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